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Summary. A few open problems and research topics collected during the 7th Brainstorming Week on Membrane Computing are briefly presented; further details can be
found in the papers included in the volume.

1 Introduction
This is a short list of open problems and research topics which I have compiled during the Seventh Brainstorming Week on Membrane Computing (BWMC), Sevilla,
2-6 February 2009. Different from the previous years, when such lists (much more
comprehensive) were circulated before the meeting, this time the problems were
collected during and inspired by the presentations in Sevilla. Most of the problems
directly refer to these presentations, hence for further details, in several cases for
(preliminary) solutions, the reader should consult the present volume. This list is
only a way to call attention to the respective ideas, not necessarily a presentation
of the state-of-the-art of the research related to these problems.
Of course, the reader is assumed familiar with membrane computing, so that
no preliminaries are provided. As usual, for basic references, the book [17], the
handbook [21], and the membrane computing website [25] are suggested.
The problems are identified by letters, with no significance assigned to the
ordering.

2 Open Problems
A. The following problem was considered in [5] and then in [3], as an extension
to P systems of a problem well known for cellular automata (where it is called the
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“firing squad synchronization problem”, FSSP for short): Find a class of cell-like
P systems where all membranes except the skin one may contain given objects,
input some objects in the skin region, and aim to reach a configuration where each
region contains a designated object F , all regions get this object at the same time,
and, moreover, the system stops at that step. (A more technical presentation of
the problem can be found in the cited papers.)
I recall from [3] some lines from the end of the Introduction: “The synchronization problem as defined above was studied in [5] for two classes of P systems:
transitional P systems and P systems with priorities and polarizations. In the first
case, a non-deterministic solution to FSSP was presented and for the second case
a deterministic solution was found. These solutions need a time 3h and 4n + 2h
respectively, where n is the number of membranes of a P system and h is the depth
of the membrane tree.
In this article we significantly improve the previous results in the non-deterministic case. In the deterministic case, another type of P system was considered
and this permitted to improve the parameters. The new algorithms synchronize
the corresponding P systems in 2h + 3 and 3h + 3 steps, respectively.”
Of course, these results depends on the type of P systems used. In particular, in both papers one makes use of a powerful communication command, of a
broadcasting type: in! target indications can be associated with objects, with the
meaning that the objects marked with in! are sent to ALL membranes placed inside the membrane where the rule containing the command in! was used. This is
a very powerful feature, somewhat related to the considered issue itself, so that
the natural question is whether or not one can get rid of in!. This will probably
imply some cost, for instance, in terms of the time needed for synchronization, or
– as A. Alhazov pointed out during BWMC – in the knowledge we assume to have
(inside the system) about the starting systems (degree, depth, etc.).
A related topic is to consider synchronization issues for other classes of P
systems: symport/antiport, active membranes, maybe also for spiking neural P
systems (where the object F should be replaced with a specified number of spikes).
Actually, because of its interest (and presumably, of its difficulty, at least to
define it), this can be formulated as a separate problem:

B. Define and investigate synchronization problems for spiking neural P systems
(SN P systems).

C. Synchronization can suggest another problem, which has appeared from time
to time in various contexts (for instance, when constructing SN P systems for
simulating Boolean circuits, see [11]): reset a system to its initial configuration
after completing a specified task. As in the case of synchronization, we need to
consider various classes of P systems and, if the resetting is possible for them, we
have to look for the time of doing this.
A possible way to address this problem is the following one: let us choose a
class of P systems which halts the computation by sending a specified object to the
environment (this is the case with the systems used in solving computationally hard
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problems in a feasible time; those systems are in general with active membranes,
membrane creation, etc.), AND for which the synchronization problem can be
solved; when a system halts and produces an object, say, T , we use this object in
order to start the synchronization phase; when the synchronization is completed,
the object F introduced in each membrane is used for restoring the contents of
that membrane as in the beginning of the computation. Of course, there are several
difficulties here: is it possible to work with systems whose membrane structure
evolves during the computation? (I guess, not); it is easy to introduce the objects
present in the initial configuration starting from F , but how the “garbage” objects,
those remaining inside in the end of a computation, can be removed? (this needs
some kind of context sensitivity, for instance, using F as a promotor of erasing
rules, or other similar ideas).
Needless to say that the resetting problem is of a particular interest for SN P
systems, but this time I do not formulate this subproblem separately.
The reset problem can probably be addressed also from other points of view
and in other contexts. An idea is to have somewhere/somewhow in the system
a description of the system itself (a sort of “genome”, in a “nucleus”) and in
the end of the computation to simply destroy the existing system, at the same
time reconstructing it from its description, which amounts at resetting the initial
system. Some related ideas, problems, and techniques are discussed, in a different
set-up, in [6].

D. Let us continue with SN P systems, whose study is far from being exhausted,
and which benefits of many suggestions coming from neurology, psychology, computer science. A problem suggested by Linqiang Pan and then preliminarily dealt
with in [15] is the following: is it possible to work with SN P systems (in particular,
having characterizations of Turing computable sets of numbers or recursively enumerable languages) which have neurons of a small number of types? By a “type”
we can understand either only the set of rules present in a neuron (an SN P system
whose neurons are of at most k such types is said to be in the kR-normal form),
or we can consider both the set of rules and the number of spikes initially present
in the neuron (and then we speak about SN P systems in the knR-normal form,
if they have neurons of at most k such types).
In [15] it is proved that each recursively enumerable set of natural numbers can
be generated by an SN P system (without forgetting rules, but using delays) in
the 3R-normal form when the number is obtained as the distance between spikes
or when the number is given by the number of spikes from a specified neuron,
but two types of neurons suffice in the accepting case. Slightly bigger values are
obtained when we also consider the number of spikes initially present in a neuron
for defining the “type” of a neuron: five and three, respectively.
A lot of open problems can now be formulated: First, we do not know whether
or not these results can be improved. How these results extend to other classes of
SN P systems? (Do the forgetting rules help? What about extended rules, about
asynchronous SN P systems, systems with exhaustive use of rules, etc?) What
about SN P systems which generate languages, or about universal SN P systems?
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E. A problem about SN P systems which was formulated also earlier – see, e.g.,
problem G in [18] – concerns the possibility of dividing neurons, in general, of
producing an exponential working space in a linear number of steps, in such a
way to be able to solve computationally hard problems in a feasible time. Up to
now, no idea how to divide neurons was discussed, although this operations was
considered for cells in tissue-like P systems; see, e.g., [20]. What is really exciting is
that a recent discovery of neuro-biology provides biological motivations for neuron
division: there are so called neural stem cells which divide repeatedly, either without differentiating, hence producing further neural stem cells, or differentiating,
so making possible the production of an exponential number of mature neurons;
details can be found in [7].
In terms of SN P systems, we can easily capture the idea of having several
types of neurons, for instance, using polarizations, as in P systems with active
membranes. On the other hand, each neuron also has a label; if by division we
obtain two new neurons with the same label, then polarizations are perhaps necessary; if we allow producing new neurons with labels different from the divided
neuron, then the polarization can be included in the label (label changing can
account also of polarizations).
However, the difficulties lie in other places. First, in SN P systems the contents
of a neuron is described by the number of spikes it contains, and this number is
usually controlled/sensed by means of a regular expression over alphabet {a}. This
seems to be also the most natural idea for controlling the division, which leads to
rules of the general form
[ E] i → [ E1 ] j [ E2 ] k ,
where E, E1 , E2 are regular expressions over {a}, and i, j, k are labels of neurons
(the labels of the produced neurons tell us which are the rules used in those
neurons). By using such a rule, a neuron σi containing n spikes such that an ∈
L(E) divides into two neurons, with labels j and k, containing n1 and n2 spikes,
respectively, such that n = n1 + n2 , and an1 ∈ L(E1 ), an2 ∈ L(E2 ).
Now, the second important point/diffficulty appears: which are the synapses
of the new neurons? There are two possibilities: to have the neurons places “in
parallel” and to have them placed “serially/in cascade”. In the first case, no connection exists between the two new neurons, but both of them inherit the links of
the father neuron; in the second case, neuron σj inherits the synapses coming to
σi , neuron σk inherits the synapses going out of σi , while a synapse (j, k) is also
established. In order to distinguish the two interpretations, the rules are written
as follows:
(a) [ E] i → [ E1 ] j ||[ E2 ] k ,
(b) [ E] i → [ E1 ] j /[ E2 ] k ,
and the semantics described above is illustrated in Figure 1.
The use of these rules was already explored in [16], where SAT is solved in
polynomial time by SN P systems having the possibility of dividing neurons. The
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Fig. 1. Dividing neurons – two cases

solution is uniform. Is it possible to use only neuron division where the labels
are not changed? (A more intensive use of the regular expressions controlling the
division might be helpful, maybe also the use of polarizations, hence of suggestions
coming from neural stem cells.) What about solving more difficult problems, for
instance, QSAT (so that to cover PSPACE)?
In general, complexity investigations related to SN P systems need further
efforts.

F. Both for stressing its interest and also because is related to the previous problem, I recall/reformulate here another problem from [18], problem N, about using
pre-computed resources in solving hard problems by means of SN P systems. The
motivation is clear, several papers have considered this idea, directly producing
solutions to well-known problems, but still a more general approach is missing.
The basic issue is to say which pre-computed (arbitrarily large) nets of neurons
are allowed, how much information may be given “for free” (and how it can be
evaluated/measured), how complexity classes should look like in this framework?
A possible way to address some of these questions is to mix the idea of dividing
neurons with that of pre-computed resources, and to build a net of neurons starting from a few given neurons, with a limited contents. This approach moves the
pre-computation in the computation, with the important difference being that the
time of the pre-computation (of “programming”) is ignored as long as the pro-
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duced system contains a limited quantity of information. (We return to the main
problem: how to define and measure the information present in a system?) In the
present volume there is a contribution related to this problem, namely [?], which
address this issue starting from rules able to create neurons and synapses, hence
to provide a dynamical SN P system.

G. Continuing with SN P systems, a problem which was vaguely formulate from
time to time, but only orally, refers to a basic feature of the brain, the memory.
How can this be captured in terms of SN P systems is an intriguing question. First,
what means “memory”? In principle, the possibility to store some information for
a certain time (remember that there is a short term and also a long term memory),
and to use this information without losing it. For our systems, let us take the case
of storing a number; we need a module of an SN P system where this number is
“memorized” in such a way that in precise circumstances (e.g., at request, when
a signal comes from outside the module), the number is “communicated” without
“forgetting” it. In turn, the communication can be to only one destination or to
several destinations. There are probably several ways to build such a module. The
difficulty comes from the fact that if the number n is stored in the form of n spikes,
“reading” these spikes would consume them, hence it is necessary to produce copies
which in the end of the process reset the module. This is clearly possible in terms
of SN P systems, what remains to do is to explicitly write the system. However,
new questions appear related to the efficiency of the construction, in terms of
time (after getting the request for the number n, how many steps are necessary
in order to provide the information and to reset the module?), and also in terms
of descriptional complexity (how many neurons and rules, how many spikes, how
complex rules?). It is possible that a sort of “orthogonal” pair of ideas are useful:
many spikes in a few neurons (n spikes in one neuron already is a way to store the
number, what remains is to read and reset), or a few spikes in many neurons (a
cycle of n neurons among which a single spike circulates, completing the cycle in
n steps, is another “memory cell” which stores the number n; again, we need to
read and reset, if possible, using only a few spikes). Another possible question is
to build a reusable module, able to store several numbers: for a while (e.g., until
a special signal) a number n1 is stored, after that another number n2 , and so on.

H. The previous problem can be placed in a more general set-up, that of modeling other neurobiological issues in terms of SN P systems. A contribution in
this respect is already included in the present volume, [13], where the sleep-awake
passage is considered. Of course, the approach is somewhat metaphorical, as the
distance between the physiological functioning of the brain and the formal structure and functioning of an SN P system is obvious, but still this illustrates the
versatility and modeling power of SN P systems. Further biological details should
be considered in order to have a model with some significance for the brain study
(computer simulations will then be necessary, like in the case of other applications
of P systems in modeling biological processes). However, also at this formal level
there are several problems to consider. For instance, what happens if the sleeping
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period is shortened, e.g., because a signal comes from the environment? Can this
lead to a “damage” of the system? In general, what about taking the environment
into account? For instance, we can consider a larger system, where some modules
sleep while other modules not; during the awake period it is natural to assume
that the modules interact, but not when one of them is sleeping, excepting the
case of an “emergency”, when a sleeping module can be awakened at the request
of a neighboring module. Several similar scenarios can be imagined, maybe also
coupling the sleep-awake issue with the memory issue.

I. Let us now pass to general P systems, where still there are many unsettled
problems and, what is more important for the health of membrane computing,
there still appear new research directions. One of them was proposed and preliminarily explored in [23]: space complexity for P systems. It is somewhat surprising
that this classic complexity issue was not considered so far, while the time complexity is already intensively investigated. We do not enter here into any detail –
anyway, the details are moving fast in this area – but we refer to the mentioned
paper.

J. Remaining in the framework of complexity, it is worth noting a sound recent
result, the first one of this type, dealing with the relation between uniform and
semi-uniform solutions to (computationally hard) problems. In [24] one produces a
first example where semi-uniform constructions cover a strictly larger family than
the uniform one. There also are classes of P systems for which the two approaches,
uniform and semi-uniform, characterize the same family of problems – see, e.g.,
[22]. However, as also in [24] is stated, it is highly possible – and definitely of
interest to find it – that the separation between uniform and semi-uniform families
is strict for further classes of P systems.

K. Similarly short formulations (actually, only pointing out the problem and the
main reference, always from the present volume) will also have the next problems.
First, the idea of merging two “classic” topics in membrane computing: P systems
with active membranes and P systems with string objects. Up to now only P
systems with active membranes and with symbol objects were considered, but the
necessity to mix the two ideas arose in [2] in the framework of a specific application.
It is also natural to investigate this kind of systems as a goal per se, mainly from
the complexity (descriptional and computational – and here both time and space)
points of view.

L. A related general problem is suggested by the above paper [2]: looking for
other “practical” problems, of known polynomial complexity, but which are so
frequent and important that as efficient as possible solutions are desirable. The
mentioned paper considers such a problem: search and updating of dictionaries.
Many other problems can probably be addressed in terms of membrane computing,
with good (theoretical) results. And, as it happens also in the case of [2], it is also
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possible that new classes of P systems will emerge in this context, as requested by
the respective applications.

M. A problem several times mentioned, also addressed from various angles in
several places concerns the general idea of “going backwards”. Sometimes it is
directly called computing backwards, as in [8], other times one speaks about dual
P systems, as in [1], about reversible P systems, as in [12]. In the present volume,
the reversibility is addressed again, in [4], but the question still deserves further
research efforts.

N. I close this short list of research topics by mentioning the one proposed in [14]
– the title is self-explanatory, so I do not enter into other details, but I mention that
the issue seems rather promising, both theoretically (composition-decomposition,
structural/descriptional complexity, etc.) and from the applications point of view.

Lists of open problems were presented in all previous brainstorming volumes
– the reader can find them at [25]. There also exists an attempt to follow the
research and to present the known solutions to some of these problems – see [19].
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